For every infinite cardinal k we characterize graphs not containing a subdivision of KK .
Introduction
In this paper graphs may be infinite, and may have loops and multiple edges. A graph G is a subdivision of a graph HUG can be obtained from Ü by replacing the edges of Ü by internally disjoint paths joining the same ends. Let G be a graph. A tree-decomposition of G is a pair (T, W), where T is a tree (a connected graph with no circuits) and W -(Wt : t G V(T)) is such that (Wl) UreKm ^' = ^(^) » anc* every edge of G has both ends in some Wt, and (W2) if t' lies on the path of T between t and t" , then Wt n Wv< ç Wv . If k is a cardinal, we say that (T, W) has width < k if \Wt\ < k for every íg F(r),and < K UfK i=lj>i for every infinite path tx, t2, ... in 7\ We shall prove the following result for excluding a subdivision of Kx0, the countable clique.
(1.1) A graph G contains no subgraph isomorphic to a subdivision of K#0 if and only if G admits a tree-decomposition of width < No.
One cannot hope for an analogous theorem for uncountable cardinals because of the following [4] .
( 1.2) For every cardinal k there exists a graph G with no subgraph isomorphic to a subdivision of K^] such that for every tree-decomposition (T, W) of G there exists teV(T) with \W,\>k.
However, the next best weakening works, namely "well-founded tree-decomposition," which we now introduce. A well-founded tree is a nonempty partially ordered set T = (V, <) such that for every two elements ti , t2 € V their infimum exists and such that the set {t1 G V : t' < t} is well-ordered for every t g V . It follows that T has a minimum element, called the root and denoted by root(T). We write V(T) = V and call the elements of V(T) the vertices of T. If k is an ordinal we say that T is < A high if every chain in T has order type < X. For tx, t2 G K(T) we define T [ii, t2] to be the set of all t<=V (T) such that inf (ii , t2) < t, and either t < tx or t < t2. For t, t' e V(T) we say that t' is a successor of ?, and that í is a predecessor of t' ,if t < t' and there is no r" G V(T) -{t, t'} with t < t" < t'.
A well-founded tree-decomposition of a graph G is a pair (7\ W), where T is a well-founded tree and W7 = (Wt : t G V(T)) satisfies (Wl) UíeK(r) ^í = ^(^) ' an(i every edge of G has both ends in some Wt, (W2) if f G T[í, t"] then ^ n W,» ç H{., and (W3) if C ç V(T) is a chain and c = sup C G V(T), then n/eC wt^wc-We say that (7\ W) has vwYftA < k if \\Jt€C(MW'' ■ t' € C, t' > t}\ < k for every chain C ç V(T). It follows that if (T, IF) has width < k then | W,| < k for every / G V(T). We say that (7\ W) is < «: A/gA if T is < k high.
We say that a well-founded tree T is graph-theoretic if every chain in T has order type < co. Let R be a tree and let r G F(iî). We define tx < t2 for l , ^2 £ ^(-R) to mean that /j lies on the path between r and /2 • It is easily seen that 7" = (V(R), <) is a graph-theoretic well-founded tree and that every graph-theoretic well-founded tree arises this way. Moreover, T [tx, t2] is the set of all vertices of R which lie on the path between tx and t2 in R. We say that a well-founded tree-decomposition (T,W) is graph-theoretic if T is graph-theoretic. Thus we have proved (1.3) Let k be a cardinal. A graph G admits a graph-theoretic well-founded tree-decomposition of width <k if and only if G admits a tree-decomposition of width < k .
The true version of ( 1.1 ) for larger cardinals is the following.
(1.4) Let k be an infinite cardinal and let G be a graph. Then the following two conditions are equivalent:
(i) G contains no subgraph isomorphic to a subdivision of KK , (ii) G admits a well-founded tree-decomposition of width < k . If k = Ko then the tree-decomposition in (ii) can be chosen graph-theoretic. If k is regular and uncountable, then (i) and (ii) are equivalent to (iii) G admits a well-founded tree-decomposition of width < k which is < k high.
By (1.3), (1.4) implies (1.1). Notice that if k is regular and (T, W) is a treedecomposition of a graph G which is < k high, then (T,W) has width < k if and only if | WP^| < /c for every te V(T). The equivalence of (i) and (iii) for regular uncountable cardinals is similar to (and interderivable with) a result independently obtained by Diestel [2] . Diestel's theorem generalizes a theorem of Halin [3] .
There are other conditions that are equivalent to the conditions of ( 1.4) when k is regular uncountable. We now introduce two of them; others can be found in [7] .
A linear decomposition of a graph G is a pair (L, X), where L is a (Dedekind) complete linearly ordered set and X = (X¡ : l G L) is such that (LI) U/ez. %i = V(G), and every edge of G has both ends in some X¡, License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use (L2) if / < /' < /" , then X, n X," ç X¡, , and (L3) n,e/ %i -Xinf(i) n ^sup(/) for every nonempty interval I ç L. We say that (L, X) has width< k if \X¡\ < k for every I e L. Let us remark that the requirement that L be complete is not restrictive, because any "incomplete" decomposition can be completed in the obvious way. Linear decompositions are motivated by path-decompositions from [5] , and their relation to excluding infinite trees is studied in [8] .
Finally, we introduce the following generalization of stoppages from [1] . Let G be a graph. A cut in G is an ordered pair (A, B) of subsets of V(G) such that A U B = V(G) and there is no edge between A -B and B -A . The order of (A, B) is \A n B\. Now let k be a cardinal. A stoppage of order k in a graph G is a set S? of cuts, all of order < k , such that the order of (A, B) is < k , then (A, B)e<9p.
We will refer to (i), (ii), (iii) as the stoppage axioms.
The following result extends (1.4) for k regular uncountable.
(1.5) Let G be a graph and let k be a regular uncountable cardinal. Then the following conditions are equivalent:
(i) G has no subgraph isomorphic to a subdivision of KK , (ii) G admits a <k high well-founded tree-decomposition of width <k, (iii) G admits a linear decomposition of width < k , (iv) G has no stoppage of order > k . Theorem (1.5) is false for k = Ko, because it is shown in [8] that if k = Ko then (iii) is equivalent to not containing a subgraph isomorphic to a subdivision of the Ko-branching tree. The assumption that k is regular cannot be dropped either, because of the following (we do not know whether there is a similar counterexample when cf(/c) > a>).
(1.6) There exists a graph which contains no subgraph isomorphic to a subdivision of Kh^ and which has no linear decomposition of width < Kw .
The paper is organized as follows: In §2 we prove (1.4) and in §3 we prove (1.5) and (1.6). We end this section with the following lemma, a relative of (3.4) from [6] .
(1.7) Let G be a graph, let F be the vertex-set of a connected subgraph of G, let (T, W) be a well-founded tree-decomposition of G and let ti, (2 G V(T) be such that WhnF ¿ 0 ¿ WhnF. If t, t' e T [ti, t2] are such that t < t' and there is no t" eV(T) with t < t" < f then WtOWv n F ^ 0. In particular, if t e T[ti, t2] then W, n F ¿ 0 . Proof. We proceed by induction on |K(.P)|, where P is the shortest path connecting Wu and Wh with V(P) ç F. If \V(P)\ = 1 the result follows from (W2). If \V(P)\ > 2 let u G V(P)MVtl be an endvertex of P, and let v G V(P) be the neighbor of u in P . By (Wl) there is r G V(T) such that m , v e\Vr. It is easy to see thai either /, t' G T[?i, r] or t, t' g T [r, t2] . In the former case u e Wt (1 Wt> (1 F by (W2) , and in the latter one the result follows from the induction hypothesis applied to r, ¡2 and F . D
Greedy method
In this section we prove (1.4). First we shall prove that (ii) implies (i).
(2.1) Let k be a cardinal, let G be a graph and let (T ,W) be a well-founded tree-decomposition of G of width < k . Then G contains contains no subgraph isomorphic to a subdivision of KK .
Proof. Let (T, W) be as stated in (2.1). Suppose for a contradiction that G contains a subgraph Ü isomorphic to a subdivision of KK , and let V ç V(H) be the set of vertices corresponding to vertices of KK . For each v G V, let t(v) be the minimal te V(T) with v e Wt (it is unique by (W2)).
(
1) If vx, v2eV then either t(vx) < t(v2) or t(v2) < t(vx). For let t = inf(t(vx), t(v2)
). There are k paths of H and hence of G, between vx and V2, mutually disjoint except for vx and V2, and all passing through Wt by (1.7). Since \W,\ < k it follows that one of vx , v2 e Wt, and so either t = t(vx) or / = t(v2). The claim follows.
(2) If vx, v2eV and t(vx) < t(v2) then vx e Wt for all t with t(vx) < t < t(v2).
For suppose not. Choose t2 with t(vx) < t2 < t(v2) minimal such that vx g Wh . Since vx e Wt for all t with t(vx) < t < t2, it follows that t2 ^ sup{/ : t(vx) < t < t2} by (W3), and so there exists a predecessor tx of t2. By (1.7), each of the k internally disjoint paths of H between vx and v2 passes through Wu n Wh , and so one of i>i , v2 belongs to Wh n Wh . But vx £ W,2, and V2 £ Wh since tx < Í2 < t(v2). This is a contradiction, and (2) follows.
Let C = {te V(T) : t < t(v) for some v e V}. (3) C is a chain, and V ç |J;6C fl{^' : t' e C, t' > t}. (2), v e Wt, . Hence v e Ç\{Wt, ; t' e C, t' > t(v)} and the claim follows.
For C is a chain by (1). Let v e V, and let t' e C, t' > t(v). Choose v' G V with /' < t(v'). Then t(v) < t(v') and by
But \V\ = k , and so (3) contradicts the fact that (T, W) has width < k . D
Next we prove the rest of (1.4). We first prove that every graph G admits a "standard decomposition" and then prove that if G is as in (1.4)(i) then this decomposition satisfies the conclusion of (1.4)(ii). If X is a set we put \\X\\ = 0 if X is finite, and \\X\\ = \X\ otherwise. If G is a graph and K C V(G), then N(K) is the set of all vertices in V(G)-K which are adjacent to a vertex in K , G\K is the graph obtained from G by deleting the vertices of K and all edges incident with these vertices, and a K-flap is the set of vertices of a component of G\K.
Let (T, W) be a well-founded tree-decomposition of a graph G. We say License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use that (T, W) is a standard decomposition oí G if (51) WtooX(T) = 0, (52) if t' is a successor of i in T, then ||Wf,|| < \\Wt\\ and Wv -W, ¿ 0, (53) for every chain C in T which does not have a maximal element, any two nonadjacent vertices in Wc := L^ecHi^'1 t' e C, t' > t} are joined in G by ||W^c|| internally disjoint paths, and if C has a supremum, say t, then Wt = Wc and / has at least one successor, (54) for every t e V(T), every Wrftap of G which intersects \Jt<t, Wt> is intersected by Wt< for some successor t' of t.
(2.2) Every graph admits a standard decomposition.
Proof. Let G be a graph. Let u, v e X ç V(G) and let p be a cardinal. If there exists a set Y ç X -{u,v} with ||7|| < p which meets every path P joining u, v with V(P) ç X, then we let 8(w, v , X, p) be one such set Y, and if not we define Q(u ,v,X,p) = 0.
For some ordinal X, we shall construct a transfinite sequence Wa (a < X)
Also, for each a < X we shall construct a partition ^ of V(G) -Wa into nonempty sets satisfying (2) for all a < X if K, K' e ^a are distinct then no vertex of K has a neighbor in K', and (3) for a < ß < X, every member of ^ is a subset of a member of ^ . Third, for each a < X and each K e J2a we shall construct a subset W(K,a) of KUlVa.
The inductive definition is as follows. Let W0 = 0, ^ = {F(G)}, and W(v(G),o) = 0-Suppose that for some ordinal a we have defined Wß, 32~ß and W(K ß) (K eJfß) for all ß < a . Now we wish to define Wa , 3?a , W(K,a) (Ke5raj. Let that (1), (2), (3) are satisfied.
We put V(T) = {(K, a):Ke32'a,a<X} and define (K, a) < (K', a') if KDK' and a < a'. We put T = (V(T), <). It follows easily that T is a wellfounded tree. Let W = (W{K<a) : (K, a) e V(T)). We shall show that (T, W) is the desired standard decomposition, but we need several observations before we do so.
(5) N(K) ç W(K,a) for every K eJ2a and every ordinal a < X. We prove this by transfinite induction on a. The statement is obviously satisfied when a = 0, so let a be an ordinal and assume that (5) holds for all ß < a. Let K e 52fa and let v e N(K). If a is a successor ordinal then v € W(K,a) by the definition of W^K,a) so let a be a limit ordinal. Let u be a neighbor of v in K. Define Kß(u) (ß < a) as before; then K = f)ß<aKß(u) ■ Since v $ K, there exists ß < a with v £ Kß(u), and hence with v £ Ky(u) for ß < y < a. Since u, v are adjacent and u e Ky(u), it follows that v G N(K7(u)) C W(Ky(u),y) for ß < y < a, by the inductive hypothesis; and thus v e W(K,a) by the definition of W(K^a). This proves (5).
(6) For a < ß < X, if K e 3Fa and ¿elj and L ç K then W(L ß) ç W,K<a)UK. We prove this by transfinite induction on ß . We may assume that a < ß . If ß is a successor, ß = y + 1 say, let (L, ß) be a successor of (M, y). For it follows from the minimality of a and (4) that v <£ Wa. Since v e W(Kya) ç K U Wa , the claim follows.
For a < ß, by the minimality of a. Let K' e 32fa with L ç K'. Since v G K by (7), and v e W(L ß) ç W(K, >a) U AT' ç Wa u iC by (6), we deduce that K n (Wa n iC) # 0, and so' K = K'. The result follows.
From (8) we deduce that the nest of v is unique. (9) (T, W) is a well-founded tree-decomposition. We must verify (W1)-(W3). We start with (Wl). Certainly \Jt€V{T) Wt = V(T), by (4) with a -X. Let e be an edge of G with endvertices u, v, say. Let (K, a) be the nest of u and let (L, ß) be the nest of v . We may assume that a < ß . It follows from (7) that u e K and v e L, and since they are adjacent we deduce that L ç K . If a = ß then K = L and we are done, and so we assume that a < ß. Then u £ L since M^^.a) Q Wa+X ç H^ and Ln H^j = 0. Hence u e N(L) and so u e W{L,ß) by (5), as desired. This proves (Wl).
To verify (W2) let v eW{K,a)n W(L,ß). First let (K, a) < (M, y) < (L, ß). Then L ç M ç K and v £ M because M is disjoint from W(Ka). Therefore, v e W(Ltß)-M ç W{M<y) by (6) . Hence (W2) holds for t, t', t" if t < t' < t" . Now let K n L = 0 . Let (N, ô) be the nest of v ; then (N, ô) < (K, a) and (N, ô) < (L, ß) by (8) . This together with the above shows that v e W{M y) for every (M, y) 
Finally, condition (W3) follows directly from the construction. This completes the proof of (9). : T' e C, t' > t}. Suppose for a contradiction that u, v e Wc are separated by a cutset, say A, of cardinality < ||WC|| • It follows that \\WC\\ = \WC\ > K0 . Then there exists (K, a) G C such that l^jt.a)! > |^4| and u, v e W, for every t e C with t > (K, a). Let (L, a+1 ) G C be the successor of (K, a), and let (M, a+2) e C be the successor of (L, a + 1). It follows that u, v e N(L) n N(M). By construction W^a+i) -{u, v} meets every path P joining u and v with V(P) ç LU N(L), but that contradicts the fact that u, v e N(M) since M n W(z.,a+i) = 0 and Ai is a H^+2-flap. Hence u, v are not separated by a cutset of size < ||WC||, and the first part of (S3) follows. Now if C has a supremum, say t -(K, ß), then Wt = Wc follows directly from the construction. It also follows that ß is a limit ordinal, and ß < X. Since W(M,ß) Ç Wß for all M eJ2~ß from the construction, and hence Wß+X = Wß , it follows that K includes a W^+i-flap L since K ^ 0, and hence (L, ß + 1) is a successor of (K, ß). This proves (S3).
To prove (S4) let t = (K, a) and let F be a Wrñap which intersects Ui<t' wf ■ We claim that F n Wa+1 = 0 . For if, say, F nW{Ltß) ¿ 0, where ß < a then t ¿t (L, ß) and so F n 1^ ^ 0 by (1.7), a contradiction. Hence F n Wa+X = 0. It follows that F is a Wa+1-flap and thus F e Jia+i . But F n ^(F.a+i) /0 by the construction, as desired. D
The following is an easy lemma and the proof is left to the reader.
(2.3) Let G be a graph and let k be an infinite cardinal. If there exists a set X ç V(G) with \X\ > k such that every two nonadjacent vertices of X are joined by k internally disjoint paths, then G contains a subgraph H isomorphic to a subdivision of KK in such a way that every vertex of H which corresponds to a vertex of KK belongs to X. The following result implies (i) =>• (ii) of (1.4), because (1.4) obviously holds for finite graphs.
(2.4) Let k be an infinite cardinal, let G be an infinite graph which contains no subgraph isomorphic to a subdivision of KK and let (T, W) be a standard decomposition of G. Then \V(T)\ < \V(G)\ and (T, W) has width <k.
Proof. Let / : V(T) -{root(T)} -» V(G) be a mapping satisfying (i) if t' is a successor of / then f(t') e Wti -Wt, and (ii) if t t¿ root(T) does not have a predecessor then f(t) e Wt, -Wt, where t' is a successor of t.
Such a mapping exists by (S2) and (S3). It follows from (W2) that \f~\v)\<2
for every v e V(G), and hence ^(TJI < |F(G)| because G is infinite.
To prove the assertion about width we must prove that (I) for every chain C ç V(T), the set Wc = UkecHW' : t' e C, t' > t} has cardinality < k . We prove (1) by transfinite induction on the ordinal type of the set {/ G V(T) : t' < t for some t e C}, which we denote by h(C). From (SI) we deduce that (1) is true if h(C) < 1. So assume that (1) is true for all C with h(C) < a and let C with h(C) -a > 1 be given. If C has a maximal element, say t, and t does not have a predecessor, then Wc -Wt = I*c-{f} by (S3), which has cardinality < k by the induction hypothesis. If t has a predecessor, say t', then Wc = Wt, ^-{z} = wv and \Wt\ < k by (S2) and the induction hypothesis. Finally, if C does not have a maximal element, then | Wc \ < k by (S3) and (2.3).
This proves (1) and hence (2.4) . D If T -(V, <) is a well-founded tree and t e V, then the order type of the set {/' G V: t' < t} is called the height of t and is denoted by bt(t). The following implies that if k -Ko then the well-founded tree-decomposition in (ii) of ( 1.4) can be chosen graph-theoretic.
(2.5) Let k be an infinite regular cardinal, and let G and (T, W) be as in (2.4) . Then every chain in T has order type < k .
Proof. Suppose not. Then there is a vertex to e V(T) with ht(?o) = k . By (S3) there exists a successor t'0 of to, and by (S2) there exists a W^-flap F with FnW,' yí 0. For every v e WtQ there exists, by (S3), tv < t0 such that v e W, for all t with tv < t < t0. Let /, = sup{/" : v e Wto}. Since \W,0\ < k by (2.4) and since k is regular, we deduce that tx is well-defined and that tx < t0 . Since Wt0 ç Wh , it follows that either F n Wh ¿ 0, or F is a ^,-flap in which case F n Wt, ^ 0 for some successor t\ of tx , by (S4). In either case, F n Wlo ± 0 by (1.7), a contradiction. D Our next result implies (i) =>• (iii) of (1.4) for regular uncountable cardinals and thus completes the proof of (1.4).
(2.6) Let k be a regular uncountable cardinal, and let G and (T, IV) be as in (2.4) . Then T is < k high.
Proof. Suppose for a contradiction that C is a chain in T of order type k . We may assume that C has the property that if t e C and t' < t then t' e C . Let X = UrecHW' : t' e C, t' > t}. From (2.4), \X\ < k , and since k is regular it follows that there exists to e C such that X ç Wt for every t e C with to < t.
(1) For every tx e C with ti > to there exists t e C with t > ti such that X=Wt.
To prove (1) we shall construct a sequence ti <t2<---of elements of C as follows. Assume that n > 1 and that t" has already been constructed. We may assume that Wtn -X ± 0 , for otherwise we are done. For every v G Wtn -X there exists tv e C with tv > tn and such that v £ Wtv . Since | Wtn \ < k and k is regular, it follows that tn+x := sup{/" : v G Wtn -X} exists and belongs to C, and that (Wtn -X) n Wtn+l = 0. Since Wln -X / 0 we deduce that tn+i > t". Since k is regular uncountable it follows that t = suptn exists and belongs to C . We claim that t is as desired. For suppose for a contradiction that v e Wt -X. Then v G Wt< for some /' < t by (S3), and hence v e Wtn for some n . But then t> d. Wtn+X , contrary to (W2). Hence such a choice of v is impossible, which proves (1) .
From (1) we deduce that there exist ti, t2e C with t0 < ti < t2 such that Wh = Wh = X. Let t'2eC be the successor of t2 in C. By (S2), IV^nF ¿0 for some X-flap F of G. By (S4), Wti n F ^ 0 for some successor fj of ii. But X n F = ^ n F t¿ 0 by (1.7), a contradiction. D A natural question arises whether a highly connected graph can be decomposed into highly connected pieces. This turns out to be true, as follows. If p is a cardinal we say that a graph G is p-connected if |^(G)| > p and G\X is connected for every X CV(G) with \X\ < p. We say that a subset A Ç V(G) is p-connected if the graph induced by A is /¿-connected.
(2.7) Let k be a regular uncountable cardinal, let p <k be an infinite cardinal, and let G be a p-connected graph which contains no subgraph isomorphic to a subdivision of KK. Then there exists a well-founded tree-decomposition
(ii) every chain of T has order type < k , (iii) \W,\ < k and Wt is p-connected for every t e V(T), and (iv) for t, t' eV(T), if t' <t then W,< ç Wt, andifht(t) is a limit ordinal then Wt = \}v<lWv.
Proof. Let (T, W") be a standard decomposition of G. Then by (2.4) , \V(T)\ < |K(G)| and (T, W") has width < k , and by (2.6) every chain in T has order type < k . Since G is «-connected there exists a a-connected set M ç V (G) with \M\ = p. For t e V(T) let W, = Wt"uM, and let W = (Wt:te V(T)).
Then (T, W) is a well-founded tree-decomposition of G of width < k .
(1) Let ti e V(T) be a successor of t0 G V(T). There is a subset Dtl C \Jt>t W, such that (i) Wh C Dt¡ and \Dt, \ < k , and (ii) there is no cut (A, B) of the restriction of G to Dlt suchthat \AnB\ < p, A<£B<£A,and Wlor)rVttçA.
For since G is //-connected there is a «-connected F ç V(G) with Wu ç F and with |F| = max(«, \Wh\) . Set A, = F n U,>r, Wt; then (i) is clearly satisfied. To prove that A, satisfies (ii) suppose for a contradiction that (A, B) is a cut as in (ii). Since the restriction of G to F is «-connected there exists a path F in G joining a vertex of A -B to a vertex of B -A with V(P) ç F-(AnB).
Let us choose such a path with \V(P)\ minimum. Since (A,B) is a cut of the restriction of G to A, it follows that V(P) -\Jt>t Wt ^ 0 . From (Wl) and (1.7) it follows that P contains a proper subpath joining a vertex u e Wton Wh ç A to a vertex in B -A . But u £ B and this subpath is shorter than P, a contradiction. Thus A, satisfies both (i) and (ii) and the proof of (1) (2) For each t e V(T), \Wt'\ < k and W¡ is p-connected.
For since every chain of T has order type < k and each | A' I < k and k is regular, it follows that each \W¡\ < k . We prove that W{ is «-connected by transfinite induction on ht(r). Certainly \W¡\ > p since Aoot(r> Q W¡ . If í is a successor of some t0 then W{ = W¡Q\jDt. Suppose that (A,B) is a cut of the restriction of G to W¡ with \A n B\ < p and A-B , B -A / 0 . Now from the inductive hypothesis, W( is «-connected, and so not both (A -B) n Wt'g, (B -A) n Wt'o ¿ 0 . We assume that W¿cA. Now (A<~)Dt, Bn A) is a cut of the restriction of G to A > and certainly Bt~\Dt ç Ar\Dt since B qt A and Wt'oÇA. From the choice of D, it follows that AnDt ç 5nA , and so D, ç B . Thus ^"n^ç^nAç^nB, and so | wh n w, | < « . But A/ ç wh n W^ , a contradiction. Finally, suppose that t has no predecessor. Since W^,^ is «-connected we may assume that t ^ root(F). Let C = {t1 e V(T) : t' < t}. Then W{ = U/'ec ^' since Dt = 0 , and so W/ is «-connected since it is the union of a nested sequence of «-connected subsets. This proves (2) .
Let W = (W; :te V(T)).
(3) (T, W) is a well-founded tree-decomposition. We observe first that Wt ç W¡ for each t e V(T). This is clear if t = root(F) or / is a successor. Otherwise let C be the set of all t' < t which are successors. Then W, ç \JV(iC Wv by (S3); each such W,i ç W{,, and Ut'€c w'v = wl °y the definition of W. This proves that W, ç W? for each t G K(r) and (Wl) follows. To see (W2), let h , t2, he V(T) with t2 e T[ti, h] ; and let ue^n Wt[. Choose t\ < tx with v e A; , and ^ < t3 similarly. If t[ < t2 or t\ < Í2 then v e W¡2 as required, and so we assume not. Hence t2 e T[t\, t '3] . Now v e Dt< ç |Jr>í, W,, and similarly v e \Jt>t, Wt. Since t2 G T[t\, ^] and t2 < t\, t'3 it follows from (W2) (for (T, WJ)*that v e W,2 ç W'h as required. Condition (W3) is clear because W{ ç W¡, for r < t'.
Finally, we observe that if / G V(T) -{root(F)} has no predecessor (i.e., ht(i) is a limit ordinal) then since Dt = 0 , w; = \jDt, = {\wt,.
The result follows. □
For an application of (2.7) see [9] .
Linear decompositions and stoppages
Now we prove (1.5) . By (1.4), (i) => (ii). We shall prove (ii) =$■ (iii) =>■ (iv) =>• (i). We start with (ii) => (iii).
(3.1) Let k be an uncountable regular cardinal, let G be a graph and let (T,W) be a < k high well-founded tree-decomposition of G of width < k.
Then G admits a linear decomposition of width < k .
Proof. Let <' be a well-ordering of V(T) with the property that (1) for every t e V(T), the order type of the set of successors of t is not a limit ordinal.
Let L be the set of maximal chains of T and let < be defined on L as follows. For lx, ¡2 e L we say that lx < l2 if either lx -l2, or lx ^ l2 and t\ <' Í2, where /, = min{í e l¡ : t fi li n l2]. It follows that L is linearly ordered by <.
(2) (L,<) is complete.
We must verify that every nonempty subset of L has a supremum and an infimum. We shall do it for supremum, for the infimum case is analogous and in fact easier. So let C ç L. Let io = root(F) and assume that we have already constructed to, ... , tß , ...(ß < a), where ht(tß) = ß and io < t\ < • • • < tß < ■■■ . If {tß}ß<a is a maximal chain in T we stop, and otherwise we choose ta e V(T) such that (ii) tß < ta for every ß < a, (iii) t <' ta for every t such that ht(/) -a, tß < t for every ß < a, and tel for some I e C, (iv) ta is <'-minimal subject to (i)-(iii).
Such a choice is possible, because it follows from (1) that there exists at least one vertex satisfying (i)-(iii). (We remark that this vertex is unique when a is a limit ordinal, because any two vertices of T have an infimum.) Let a be the least ordinal such that ta is undefined, and let / = {tß : ß < a}. Then / = sup C, as is easily seen. This proves (2).
We define, for I e L, X¡ = \J ¡ W,, and put X = (X, : I e L). We claim that (L, X) is a linear decomposition of G of width < k . For condition (LI) is obviously satisfied. To prove (L2) let li <l <l2 and let v e X¡{ n X¡2. Then v e Wh n Wh for some ti G h and some t2 G h ■ Let t = inf(/i, t2) ; then / G / and so Wt ç X¡, but v e IV, by (W2) and so v e X¡, as required. To prove (L3) let I ç L be a nonempty interval. Again, it is enough to show that f|/e/ X¡ ç Xsup(Z) • So let / = sup i and let i\ el; we may assume that i\ ^ I. Then there exists z'2 G I such that j'i n i2 ç /. Let t¡ = inf{t e V(T) : t e i¡ -Ít,-¡} (j = 1, 2) and let / = inf^ , t2). Then fl/e/ *i Q *i, n Xh ç U,,<< Wv ç X, using (W2), as desired.
Hence (L, X) is a linear decomposition. The statement about width follows easily, because k is regular and each X¡ is the union of < k sets, each of cardinality < k . D (3.2) Let k be a cardinal and let G be a graph. If G admits a linear decomposition of width < k , then G has no stoppage of order > k .
Proof. Suppose for a contradiction that (L, X) is a linear decomposition of
